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This paper inves디gates how overall wage structure has 
responded to chan횡ng labor supplies in Korea between 1978 
and 2002. with the main emphasis on changes in educational 
and age distributions of labor supply during the pe디od. These 
supply changes mostly reflect ever-increasingly educated new 
cohorts of varying sizes. and it bears critical importance in 
understanding the labor market mechanism to see how these 
entry-level changes are absorbed in Korea’s market. 
The main findings are as follows. Both educational upgrading 
and changing cohort sizes. despite being entry-level changes. 
have a strongly common effect on 외1 age groups in such a way 
that their wages highly co-move. The commonness in wage 
movements arises because workers of varying ages are good 
substitutes for each other within education. Age structure of 
wages has relatively been stable within each education. implying 
that there exists almost a single wage rate within education. 
Consequently. 야le time-series patterns of c이lege premiums are 
accounted for mostly by changes in the single prices. ln 
addition. differences in cohort-specific productivities between 
high-school and college graduates account for some of the 
remaining variations. 
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1. Introduction 
Labor supply structure has been changing rather rapidly in 
Korea’s labor market. and one of the most evident changes is 
dramatic educational upgrading among newly entering cohorts. The 
share of those in college or with a c이lege diploma 밍nong 25-29 
year-old popula디on has risen from 17.3% in 1985 to 37.2% in 
1995. and further to 54.9% in 2002. Currently four out of five 
high-sch。이 graduates are obtaining at least some tertiary edu-
cation. 1 Educational upgrading is not the only change taking place 
at the entry level. The size of newly entering cohorts has recently 
been decreasing due to falling fertility rates. Baby boomers born 
between 1958 and 1962 accounted for 24.2% of 25-54 year-이d 
population and for 20.9% of employment of the age group in 1987. 
In contrast. those born between 1973 and 1977 occupy only 17.7% 
of 25-54 year-old population and 16.3% of workers in 2002. 
1 investigate in this paper how wage structure has responded to 
the changes in labor supplies in Korea's labor market. Rapid 
educational upgrading and declining cohort size have continuously 
changed both the composition and size of newly enterlng cohorts 
and have pressured for a change in wage structure over education 
and age groups. Given that these labor supply changes take place 
almost exclusively at the entry level. it is of great importance to 
understand whether such entry-level changes would have a market 
-wlde impact or a limited impact on the entering cohorts. This is 
important as it Is directly linked to wage and earnings inequallty. 
To the extent that a given change in supply is absorbed by the 
entire market. the distributional implication will be small. Altematively 
if it is concentrated among young workers. the distributlonal and 
welfare implications will be more significan t. 
The Implication is not limlted to distribution issues. however. The 
over외1 ch밍1ges in wage structure will depend on various parameters. 
and In particular. on elasticities of substitution among workers of 
varying education levels and ages. These parameters are of great 
importance. not just because they determinc wage changes. but 
also because they are. in general. indicative of how Integrated the 
I Hlgh-school completion rate Is current1y almost 100% among the young 
in Korea. and the share of high-school graduates advanclng to hlgher 
education has risen to 79.7% In 2003. 
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labor market is. The more integrated. the more likely is a change 
in a group of workers to have a spill-over effect on other groups. 
For example if old and young workers are highly substitutable. 
wage 없ld employment effects of 밍1 economic recession are less 
likely to be concentrated among young entering cohorts. Further. 
the negative effect of a recession on starting wages of entering 
cohorts. if any, is less likely to persist in an integrated market. 2 
Substitutability among age groups may also have an implication on 
youth unemployment. If workers of varying ages are highly 
substitutable for each other. a disproportionate increase in youth 
unemployment is less likely to result from age-tI찌sted demand shift 
against young workers. Instead. one will have to look to supply-side 
or institutional factors for the cause of concentration of unemploy-
ment 없nong young workers.3 Thus identifYing these parameters 
and the underlying labor market mechanism is crucial in under-
standing the changes in labor market outcomes and designing 
effective policy measures for the outcomes. 
The results from empirical analysis in this paper indicate that 
labor supply changes at entry level have a market-wide effect in the 
sense 야1at wages have been mo띠ng in a similar way between newly 
entering and already e찌sting cohorts. The primary reason for this 
outcome appears to be high substitutability 밍nong workers of 
vaηring ages. Educational upgrading at entη level has similarly 
lowered college graduates’ wages at all ages relative to high-school 
graduates, while the age structure of wages has been relatively 
stable. This means that Korea’s labor market can be reasonably 
appro잉mated by a single-price market for each education. and the 
2 For ex없nple in the U.S. Devereux (2002) shows that a substantial portion 
of initial wage shocks persists for several years. Ellwood (1 982) reports 
similar persistency in unemployment. These are rather consistent with 
Welch (1 979) who find a large cohort size effect at entry-level wages. To the 
extent that markets are not integrated due to low subs디tutability among 
workers. the effects of 밍1 exogenous shock are concentrated among directly 
affected groups. Little is known about such persistence in Korea’s labor 
market. however. as it was very recent when panel data set was constructed 
and put to use. 
3 As for institutional factors. one may consider wage rigidity among young 
workers caused by minimum wages. union effects or employment reguia디ons. 
Indeed. there is some evidence that increased discretion in hiring due to 
restriction on layoff has been an Important cause of youth joblessness in 
recent years (Kim 2004). 
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time-series patterns of c이lege premiums are mostly explained by 
changes in the single prices. The empir1cal model of this paper 
identlfies an additlonal cause of the declin1ng trend 1n college 
premium. which is the decline 1n c이lege graduates’ relative 
producti띠낀 to h1gh-sch。이 graduates among the recent cohorts. 
This paper proceeds 1n the following way. The next section briefly 
descr1bes several 1mportant features of the data used 1n the 
analys1s. It illustrates construction of the key var1ables 1n 야le 
analys1s. and d1scusses why these var1ables are drawn from 
d1fferent suπeys. Section III pro띠des the main results from the 
emp1r1cal analysis and the1r 1nterpretations. Section rv concludes. 
11. Data Sets and Construction of Key Variables 
A. Price Data 
Wage data are extracted from the Wage Structure Survey (WSS) 
adrninistered by the Ministry of Labor in Korea. It 18 an establishment 
survey that covers flrms wlth 10 or more regular employecs in 
non-agrlcultural sectors. 4 Regular employees are deflned as those 
sa디sfying at least one of the following condltions: 1) a worker who 
has a fixed-term contract In excess of one month or an unspec、i f!ed
-term contract. 5 2) a temporary or daily worker who has worked for 
no fewer than 45 days durlng the pre띠ous 3-month cycle. 3) high 
ranking workers (executives) who are on the payroll and physlcally 
present at the establishment. or 4) family members of a firm ’s 
owner who are on the payroll and physlcally present at the 
establishment. 
The sampling scheme in the Survey is stratilled sampling based 
on the Neyman Allocation method.6 Firms are grouped Into various 
cells based on thelr slze (In employment) and 2-dlglt Industry (the 
Korean Standard Industry Classlficatlon). and 6% of flrms are 
4 F'rom 1999. the Survey was expanded to inc1udc firms with 5-9 rcgular 
cmployees. F'or the current analysis. the sample is Iimited 10 firms with 10 
or more regular employees throughout the years in order to maintain 
tlme-serics conslstency. 
5 The Labor Standard μlW in Korea has only reccntly allowecl a fixcd-term 
contract exceedlng a year. F'or the reason. a typical worker has a contract 
with unspecified length. 
U See Narayan C. Girl (1 974) for Neyman A110cation in stratifiecl sampling. 
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sampled from each cel1 unless the total number of firms in a cell 
fal1s below ten. in which case a l1 firms are sampled. From the 
sampled finns. a fixed share of workers is sampled from their 
payrolls. where the share monotonically decreases with firm size. 
Sampled workers are assigned a weight to represent the population 
in each industry-size cell. As a result, the 1999 suπey. for 
example. carries information on 479.655 wage/salary workers. who 
are expected to represent 5.47 m i1lion wage/salary workers. or 
44.3% of all wage/ salary workers. Information on each worker’s 
gender. education. job characteristics. and. monthly wages is 
provided in the data. 
As the Survey does not cover small firms. the data do not 
necessarily represent the whole economy. and indeed. some serious 
sample selection bias is known to be present. For example. wages 
are estimated much higher in service. retail and wholesale trade 
sectors than in manufacturing from the data. which is not typical 
in many other industrialized countries.7 This arises because the 
10-or-more employee restriction is more binding for non-m없lUfacturing 
sectors in which firms are typically smaller. Given that smaller 
firms pay lower wages. 안le upward bias in wage estimates arising 
from s밍nple selection is non-neutral across industries. and in fact. 
is greater 없nong non-manufacturing than in manufacturing.8 Given 
that firm size differentials have been increasing in Korea. the 
Survey data are likely to overstate wage growths. too. 
Despite these drawbacks. the Suπey offers a valuable long 
time-series on wages that no other existing surveys can match. 
Further. the size differentials have moved similarly over time among 
various types of workers. implying that the sample selection bias is 
likely to have been stable across worker types. 9 This allows one to 
analyze time-series variation of wages without losing too much 
generality. In particular. sample selection bias that makes cross 
-section comparison of wages difficult is expected to mostly cancel 
out in time-series variations. 
7 See Krueger and Summers (1987) and Thaler (1989) for discussion on 
industry wage structure in the US and other countries 
8 Witrun manufacturing. industry wage structure is found to be quite similar 
between Korea and other countries. For the industry wage structure in 
Korea. see Yoo (1995). 
9 For example. see Kim (2000a) for comparing wage levels and their 
f1uctuations between small and large finils. 
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That belng sald. wage data used In thls paper are based on 야le 
sample of 25-54 year-이d full-time male workers In non-agrlcultural 
sectors from the 1978-2002 WSSs. These are 야le prlce variable 
used In the analysls. The sample Is lImlted to full-time men 
because they are the most strongly attached group to the market. 10 
The age restrlctlon Is Imposed because the typlcal mandatory 
retirement age In prlvate flrms In Korea Is 55. From thls sample. 
mean wages for 120 cells deflned over 4 educatlon and 30 
single-year ages are calculated for each year. Wages of any 
subgroup G of workers at time t. Wα . are calculated from these cell 
means (Weal ) and f!xed weights ( Sea) for educatlon e and age a. as 
deflned below. 





where Sea = 
2002 
L St'n’ TI ‘3578 -- (1) 
1n the above. Seal is the share of age group a with education e as 
a fraction of tota! population at tlme t. and Its sum over e and a 
equals 1 for all t. The time-Invariant (flxed) weights. Sca , are 
calcu!ated as the mean for the entire period , and they are used In 
calcu!atlng varlous group-means of wages to prevent Ule price 
variab!e from belng affected by changes in age and educationa! 
distributions of workers , or changes in quantlty variab!es. All wages 
are conver t:ed into rea! terms using the Consumer Price lndex from 
the Bank of Korea as 야le deflator. 
B. Quantity Data 
Samp!e selection bias in the WSS is probably more of a problem 
in estimatlng employment. As polnted out by Kim (200m기， a lot of 
labor market a며ustment has taken place along buslness cycles at 
the extenslve marglns as many workers enter and exit the labor 
force frequently. πley marginally attached workers typlcally obtain 
a job In small non-m하lUfacturlng flrms when they entcr the 
market. and they are not covered In the Survey.ll However. wages 
10 Excluding women !n the an띠.ys!s may cause b!ased est!mates !f men 
and women are substitutable in the market. However, the evldence for 
strong Impact of women on male wages Is weak in the literature. See. for 
example , Juhn and Klm (1 999) for the U.S. case. 
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do depend on the magnitude of such adjustment to the extent that 
workers are substitutable. Thus employment statistics extracted 
from the Wage Structure Survey may not be tightly linked to wages. 
not to mention failing to represent the employment as a whole. 
To overcome the problem , employment data are extracted from 
more representative data sources , 야le Survey on Economically Active 
Popu[αtion (SEAP) 없ld the Population Projections (PP) , both of which 
are administered by the National Statistical Office in Korea. The 
SEAP is a monthly household survey that carries infonnation on 
labor market activity of each individual of age 15 or older. 12 It 
represents whole population of age 15 or older. and population and 
employment from the SEAP are used as the quantity variables 
against the wage data (price variables) from the Wage Structure 
Survey. 
One problem with the SEAP is that the raw data set is available 
only from 1985, before which only a few published cross 
-tabulations are available. As the analysis in this paper covers the 
1978-2002 period, employment and population data for the 
pre-1985 period need be estimated. The estimation procedure is as 
follows. First. from the 1985-2002 SEAP data , 1 calculate the share 
of those with education e in birth-year cohort b in year t , and 
denote it as z잃.13 For given e and b , 야le cohort'’s age is t-b and 
thus a higher t means an older age. 1 regress these shares on a 
polynomial of age, t -b, and a set of cohort dummy variables to 
identify the common age profile of educational distribution and the 
cohort differences in educational attainment as in the following 
equation. 14 
z일 = α~+Z(t-b; βe) + e~t (2) 
II See Kim (2000b) and Yun (2004) for the employment pattems of 
margin외ly attached workers. 
12 The major drawback of SEAP is that it does not carry earnings 
infOlIllation. and it is why the data are used for qu밍ltity variables only. 
13 Thus the sum of Z~L over education level (e) will always return 1 for 
any b and t. 
14 A similar method was used in Juhn , Kim , and Vella (2005) for the US 
data. 
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In the above, a/l measures cohort-specific differences in educational 
attainment 없ld Z functlon with educatlon-specific coefficients , βe , 
on age p이ynoml려s Identlfies the common age-profile In educatlonal 
attainment among 려1 blrth-year cohorts. The est1mates from equa-
tion (2) are used to predict educatlonal attalnment of each cohort 
at each age. and these estimates are comblned with popula디on­
by-age data from the Population Projections to produce age 없ld 
educatlonal dlstrlbutlon of the 25-54 year-old populat1on durlng the 
pre-1985 perlod. 15 
Equation (2) can also be applled to the sample of wage/salary 
workers. not populatlon. in order to project the educat10nal distri-
butlon of employment. However. 1 use for thls paper the populatlon 
estlmates. not employment estimates. prlmarlly because employment 
is endogenously determined in the market jointly wlth wages by 
supply and demand factors. One of the main purposes ln this 
paper ls to assoclate wage ch없1ges with exogenous supply changes. 
and 1 expect the populatlon estlmates to re f1ect such exogenous 
changes better. ln fact. uslng the populat1on estlmates ls equlv려ent 
to Instrumentlng endogenous employment w1th popula디on. 
111. Changes ln Labor Supply and Wage Structures 
A. Aggregate Patterns oJ Supply and Wages 
One of the most apparent changes ln male labor supply during 
the last 25 years In Korea is rapld educatlonal upgrading. Figure 1 
shows that the log employment and populat1on rat10s of college 없ld 
hi방l-sch。이 graduate men have con t1nuously been on a rlsing trend 
durlng the last two decades. Fi망lre 1-(Al shows that the log 
populat1on rat10 has Increased rather fast between 1983 와ld 1990 and 
the log employment rat10 started to rlse In the mid-1980s. According 
to the fi맑re ， c이lege/hl양l-sch。이 rat10 In populat1on increased by 0.61 
log polnts. or from 0.28 In 1978 to 0.50 ln 2002. The raUo in 
employment lncreased by 0.52 log polnts. or from 0.50 to 0.85. during 
thes밍ne perlod. By any standard. these changes are huge. 
15 The pr이ected educatlonal dlstrlbutlon Is also used for the post-1985 
perlod to malntaln time-series conslstency. As the pr매ected dlstrlbutlon 
does not slgnl f1cantly dlffer from the actual durlng the period , thls does not 
cause any slgnlflcant blas ln emplrical analysls In the paper. 
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FIGURE 1 
INCREASE IN EOUCATIONAL ATIAINMENT 
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Figure 1-(8) Indlcates that most of the Increase In college 
educated workers reflects that an ever-Increaslng share of new 
cohorts has attalned college educatlon. The figure plots 야le 
estimates of z~ In equatlon (2) In the pre띠ous sectlon evaluated at 
age 35 by asslgnlng b + 35 to t. 16 One can see In the figure 야lat 
exp없lsion of college education had become v1slble among those 
bom in the early 1950s. accelerated among the baby boom cohorts 
bom in the late 1950s and the early 1960s. and somewhat slowed 
down until It started to accelerate agaln In 야le 1970 cohort. As a 
result. 36.2% of the 1975 cohort are estlmated to have attained 
college educatlon by age 35. whlch Is more than a three-fold 
increase from 11.8% of the 1951 cohort. 까le share of hlgh-school 
graduates also Increased substantlally. from 42.6% In the 1951 
cohort to 55 .4% In the 1969 cohort. Slnce then. the share has 
fallen re f1ectlng that a greater share of hlgh-school graduates 
advanced to higher educatlon. 
Changes in relatlve wage structure in Korea during the period 
have been equally large. Figure 2 plots c이lege premium defined as 
the log ratio of c이lege and high-sch。이 graduates’ wages among 
25-54 year-old male workers. and it is evident that the premium 
had long been on a declining trend until the mld-1990s. The 
premium declined substantially between 1987 and 1994 and has 
slightly Increased slnce then. As a result. college graduate men ’S 
wages were 0.55 log polnts (73%) hlgher than hlgh-school graduates 
in the early 1980s but they are only 0.33 log polnts (39%) hlgher 
In the early 2000s. 
πle gener외ly declinlng pattem of c이lege premlum is In accordance 
with increaslng employment or populatlon ratio of college graduates 
over hlgh-sch。이 graduates. A slmple equatlon as In (3) is fitted to 
the t1me-serles to estlmate the effect of aggregate relatlve supply 




= a + β log ( _듀:._) + r t + ë( 
JVII( 
(3) 
16 That Is. the flgure plots z~ b' 3~ = 앓 +Z( 35 : ac) for each b and e. 
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FIGURE 2 
CHANGES IN COLLEGE PREMIUM, 1978-2002 
TABLE 1 
ESTlMATION OF E I.ASTICITY OF COMPLEMENTARITγ 
Model 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
Iρg Relative Employment -0.430(0.082) -0.006(0.0'까~) 
Iρg Relative Population -0.502(0.036) -0.591(0.285) 
Year -0.014(0.002) 0.002(0.008) 
A예usted-R2 0.529 0.888 0.861 0.884 
Notes: 1) Standard errors are in the parentheses 
2) Time series of 25 years between 1978 and 2002 is used for the 
estimation. 
Source: The author's ca1culation from the WWS , SEAP and PP. 
w티 is the average real wage of education group e=C, H , at time 
t and Net is the size of employrnent (population) with education e at 
time t. β in the above equation represents the elasticity of 
complementarity between high-sch。이 and c이lege graduates, or the 
inverse of elasticiψ of substitution. Two types of qu밍ltity variable 
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are used for Ncls. employment and populatlon. and a trend variable 
t is included to appro찌mate potentl외 demand shifts. The estimation 
results are reported in Table 1. 
The table indicates. first of all. that using population as 삼le 
qu없1tity variable offers better fits as well as more statistically 
significant and robust estimates. This suggests the possibllity that 
employment data are subject to endogeneity problem. and for this 
reason. 1 continue to use populatlon data to instrument labor 
supply. The elasticlty of complementarity Is estlmated to range 
between -0.6 and -0.4 except in model (3). whlch would imp1y an 
elasticlty of substitution between 1.7 and 2.5. 17 Addlng the trend 
variable substantlally reduces the coefflcient on log re1ative employ-
ment. but that on log relative populatlon remalns qulte stable. 
πle adjusted-R2 Is almost 0.9 when using populatlon as the 
regressor. and It Indlcates that the aggregate tlme-serles pattern of 
relative wages Is mostly accounted for by exogenous changes in 
relatlve supply. There are some unexplalned changes. however. 
During the 1987-94 period. the actual changes in college premium 
are a dec1ine by 0.22 log points. but on1y 0.11-0.13 10당 points are 
accounted for by models (2) and (4). Also during the 1994-2002 
period. the premium actually rose by 0.02 10당 points. whllc both 
modc1s (2) and (4) predict a decline by 0.10 10당 polnts. 
Thesc unexp1ained fluctuatlons around thc prcdictcd serics 
appear to reflect incomplete contro1s for demand shift and 
institutional chan당cs. Several papers havc emphasizcd that labor 
demand has shiftcd in favor of skl1led workers Inc1udin잉 collcge 
graduates. and the trend variab1e is probab1y a poor proxy of such 
demand shift. 18 Further. union activity was liberalized in 1987 
presumably raising wages of less educated workers re1aUve to 
college graduates. contributlng to the decline 111 c이lege premium. 
Unlike demand shlft. however. unlon effect Is likely to have had a 
one-tlme effect on the premium’s levels. not necessarlly a 1asUn상 
effect on Its fluctuatlons in the ensuing years. 
17 Thcse cstirnatcs arc not very dlffercnt from thosc reported 111 thc US 
Ilteraturc. t hOll띠1 a blt larger. F'or cxample. Katz and MlIrphy (1 992) estlmated 
the elasUclty of substitution In the US to be arollnd 1.44. 
18 F'or demand shlft In Korea's labor marke t. sce Chol and Jung (2002). 
and Klm (2004). Thls lssue will be rev!slted In sectlon D. 
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FIGURE 3 
SHARE OF THE 25-34 YEARS Ow lN POPULATION. 1978-2002 
B. Changes in Age Structure oJ Supply and Wages 
Besides educational upgrading, the size of newly entering cohorts 
has also substantially changed over 디me. Figure 3 shows the 
magnitudes of variatlon in cohort sizes , As depicted in the solid 
line , the share of 25-34 year-old workers in the popula디on increased 
from 42% in the late 1970s to 47% in the late 1980s , and then fell 
to 37% in the early 2000s. Jointly with varying cohort sizes , 
educational upgrading of newly entering cohorts have caused a 
non-neutral shift in age structure of labor supply among education 
groups , as well. 19 The share of 25-34 year-이d workers in high 
19 Though not spelled out, one additional. and potentially veIY important, 
factor causing such non-neutrality is the difference in market-entIY ages 
because college requires 4 additional years of education. The exact difference 
in market-entIY age depends also on the len맡h of militaIY service and job 
placement rates. The age distribution of first-time jobs among men , esti 
mated from the 2002 SEAP, is concentrated on the age interval [1 8. 25] 
among high-sch。이 graduate men in contrast to [23 , 29] among college 
graduate men. Altema디vely， the age at which the employment share in 
population reaches 90% is estimated at 28 among high-sch。이 graduate 
men in contrast to 30 among college graduate men. 
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FIGURE 4 
COLLEGE PREMIUMS BY AGE GROUPS. 1978-2002 
-school graduates has Increased more slowly or decllned faster than 
In total population. In contrast, the share of 25-34 year-old workers 
In college graduates has Increased much faster In the 1980s. As a 
result, the young workers' share In college graduates reached a 
peak In 1992 whlle It reached a peak In 1985 and 1990 among 
hlgh-sch。이 graduates and total population , respectively. 
The non-neutral changes In age structure In labor supply wlll 
have dlfferential Impacts on c이lege premlums among varylng age 
groups to the extent that workers of varylng age and educatlon 
levels are Imperfect substltutes wlth each other. Quite InteresUngly , 
however, Figure 4 shows that college premlums for three age groups 
(25-34 , 35-44 , and 45-54 year-old groups) have followed a common 
aggregate path , desplte the apparent dlfferences In relatlve supply 
shown In Flgure 3. The only notlceable age-pattern In Flgure 4 , If 
any , Is that the downward trend In c이lege premlum has been 
somewhat more pronounced 1n younger groups. 까le changes In 
C이lege prem1um for these age groups are reproduced In Table 2 for 
three sub-perlods. The table also confirms that the college 
prem1ums have moved 1n a s1mllar pattern among the age groups , 
and that they have declined more (or 1ncreased less) 1n younger 
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TABLE 2 
CHANGES IN COLLEGE PREMIUM BY AGE GROUPS 
Age Groups 
Period 
AlI 25-34 35-44 45-54 
1980-7 -0.024 -0.047 -0.027 0.024 
1987-94 0.229 -0.250 0.212 -0.178 
1994-2002 0.021 0.027 0.000 0.036 
Source: The author's calculation from the WSS. 
groups. 
The results in Figure 4 and Table 2 contrast well to those in 
Figure 3. The relative prices , or college premiums , in Figure 4 and 
Table 2 show strong correlations among age groups , but the 
relative supply pattems in Figure 3 did not. The differences in 
time-series pattern in relative supply of college to high-school 
graduates among age groups are shown to be non-trivial also in 
Figure 5.20 Log ratio of college and high-school graduates in the 
age 25-34 group is similar to the aggregate series previously shown 
in Figure 1-(AJ, but that in the age 35-44 group shows almost an 
inverse pattern, reaching a bottom around 1992. The ratio in the 
age 45-54 group has been continuously declining during the entire 
period. 
The fact that relative wages (college premiums) share a common 
time-series pattern among various age groups despite the differ-
ences in relative supply implies that aggregate effects are a more 
important determinant of relative wages in age subgroups than 
each group’s relative supply. The importance of aggregate effects 
implied by the common patterns in college premiums is tested 
below by measuring the effects of own and aggregate relative 
supplies on c이lege premiums of each age group. More specifically, 
equa디on (4) is fitted against the data. 
20 The correlation coefficients of c이lege premiums among age groups 
range between 0.84 and 0.97 , while those of relative supplies shown in 
Figure 5 r와1ge between -0.97 and 0.45. 
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+ ) + ëat (4) 
lat 
W eat in the above is 야le average real wage of workers in age 
group a with education e at time t and Neat is the quanti양 
counterpart , Equation (4) measures the effect of each age group's 
own relative supply ( βa' ) and that of aggregate relative supply ( β/) 
on age-specific college premiums , The estimation results are reported 
in Table 3 , 
Model (1) in the table shows that the coefficient of own relatlve 
supply are even wrongly signed 와nong the oldest groups , implying 
a weak explanatory power of own relative supply variable , Al though 
the coefficient is correctly slgned , the explanatory power is relatively 
low in the 35-44 year-old group as ev1dent in the equaUon's low 
adjusted-R2 , When regressing the premiums on aggregate rclative 
supply (Model (2)) , the adjusted-R2 improves significantly for older 
groups and the coefficlent estimates are 려1 correctly signed , That 
is , aggregate relative supply Is a much better Indlcator of the 
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TABLE 3 
EFFEσS OF OWN AND AGGREGATE RELATIVE SUPPLlES 
ON COLLEGE PREMIUMS 
Regressors Model (1) 
Age 
Model (2) Model (3) 
25-34 35-44 45-54 25-34 35-44 45-54 25-34 35-44 45-54 
Own Relative -0.299 -0.414 0.483 
Supply (βaI ) (0.018) (0.142) (0.092) 
Agg. Relative 
Supply (β얻) 
-0.241 0.105 -0.684 
(0.084) (0.065) (0.422) 
-0.613 -0.496 -0.222 -0.124 -0.540 -0.511 
(0.044) (0.034) (0.036) (0.175) (0.042) (0.181) 
A이usted-R2 0.918 0.238 0.523 0.889 0.898 0.608 0.916 0.904 0.634 
Notes: 1) Standard eπors are in the paren야leses. 
2) Time series of 25 years between 1978 and 2002 is used for the 
estimation. 
Source: The author's caiculation from the WSS , SEAP and PP. 
changes in age-specific college premiums. One apparent pattern is 
that the absolute magnitude of the estimates decreases with age , 
reflecting the age pattern in the changes of c이lege premium 
previously shown in Figure 4. Finally when both relative supply 
measures are included in the equation (Model (3)) , little is gained in 
terms of the goodness of fit, and the statistical significance of own 
relative supply in 삼le 35 year-old or older groups disappears. The 
only exception is the youngest group, but the exception simply 
reflects that the aggregate 없ld the youngest group’s relative 
supplies are highly correlated.21 
The importance of aggregate effects in age-specific college 
premiums suggests the possibility that young 하ld old workers are 
highly substitutable within each education group. That is, a rapid 
increase of college educated workers at entry level (or 없nong young 
workersl. for example, commonly affects older workers' wages because 
they are quite substitutable for older workers. Such common effects 
will be suppressed if workers of varying age groups are not 
substitutable and own relative supplies substan디ally differ among 
them , but this is obviously not true. Instead, substitutability among 
age groups appears to be sufficiently strong to generate an 
21 The correlation coefficient is 0.98. 
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age-neuσal pattem , and the dlfferences In own relatlve supplies 
generate only srnall dlfferences In the rnagnltude of changes in 
college prernlurns. 
Indeed. the age-differences In the rnagnltude of college prerniurn 
changes are explalned by the dlfferences In relatlve supply of 
college to hlgh-school graduates arnong age groups. To see that. 1 
estlrnate the fl이lowing equatlon. 
log (穩) = aca + βL'(l log (곽~) + ëωl 
‘ 'cl 
(5) 
Equatlon (5) estlrnates the own rela디ve supply effect on relatlve 
wages In each age group (ßca) for each educatlon suppresslng the 
posslbillty of cross-effects 하nong age groups. A more general 
verslon of equa디on (5) would allow the relatlve supply of other age 
groups to affect the relatlve wages as well. as descrtbed below. 
Wpnl 
log (꿇)= aca + 우 야a log ( 
N<:II ‘ 
- - l + EcQl 
n'cf 
(6) 
In equatlon (6). j represents age groups. and the coefficlents (ßJca s) 
measure the effects on age group a:’s relative wages of age group j ’S 
relatlve supply within educatlon group e. Equatlons (5) and (6) 
assume substltutlon arnong workers of varylng educatlon levels only 
through aggregate effects. or altematlvely , they assume that the 
aggregate produc디on functlon Is separable In educatlon groups.22 
As a result. relatlve supplies of other educatlon groups do not 
appear in thern. Thls setup Is based on the results that the 
aggregate. not age-speclfic , effects are the rnaln determinants of 
college prernlums In age groups. To the extent that thls assumptlon 
dlffers from re떠Ity. the predlctlng power of equa디ons (5) and (6) 
will be reduced. In estlrnatlng equatlon (6). syrnmetry restrlctlon is 
imposed on the estlrnates such that βJm ; β 강 for all J. a , and the 
22 In paπicular. the separablllty assumes that aggregate production 
funcUon Is of the followlng type: Y=AG(K)F(H(h l.h2 ..... hAI. C(CI.C2 ..... CA)) 
where K Is physlcal capltal. H and C are composlte aggregate Inputs of 
hlgh-school and college graduates. and h“ and Cu are Inputs of hlgh-school 
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TABLE 4 
EFFECTS OF RELATNE SUPPLY AMONG AGE GROUPS 
25-34 Ye<표s Old 35-44 Ye<표s Old 45-54 Ye<표s Old 
High-School -0.069(0.023) -0.063(0.023) -0.175(0.037) 
College -0.093(0.014) -0.057(0.011) -0.17 1(0.023) 
High-School 
25-34 Years Old -0.022(0.006) 0.040(0.012) 0.00 1(0.010) 
35-44 Years Old 0.040(0.012) -0.103(0.027) 0.08 1(0.023) 
45-54 Ye<표s Old 0.00 1(0.010) 0.08 1(0.023) -0.21 1(0.027) 
C이lege 
25-34 Years Old -0.025(0.004) 0.027(0.006) 0.033(0.005) 
35-44 Years Old 0.027(0.006) -0.046(0.010) 0.008(0.010) 
45-54 Years Old 0.033(0.005) 0.008(0.010) -0.157(0.016) 
Notes: 1) Standard errors are in the parentheses. 
2) Time series of 25 years between 1978 and 2002 is used for the 
estimation. 
Source: The author's calculation from the WSS , SEAP and PP. 
results are shown in Table 4.23 
The estimated coefficients on relative supplies in Table 4 are 
rather small in both equa디ons. Equation (5) shows that there is 
little difference in own supply effects of age groups between 
high -school and college graduates’ samples. Equation (6) produces 
correctly signed own elasticities , and also many statistically 
significant cross elastici디es ， implying that the cross-effects are not 
trivial. 
A few more pattems on the coefficients on own relative supply 
variables are noticeable in Table 4. First, they tend to be greater 
among older groups , implying that experience matters. Second, the 
coefficients are generally small, and even smaller in equa디on (6) , 
although they are sta디stically significant. Small estimates imply 
that workers of varying ages are easily substitutable, al야lOugh such 
subs디tutability may decline with age. For example, the estimates of 
0.022 and 0.025 among young workers imply that there would be 
almost no relative wage effect.24 
23 The estimates in equation (6) , βJ"" S are an려ogous to factor price 
elasticities. 
24 Comparable estimates are much greater in the U.S.. Murphy and Welch ‘ 
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Finally. the coefficients tend to be smaller among c이lege graduates 
than among high-sch。이 graduates. whlch Is somewhat puzzling. 
Welch (1 979) showed that substltutlon among age groups was more 
difficult for college graduates. as thelr life-cycle human capital 
accumulatlon was faster. Hls estlmates on the effects of own supply 
ranged between -0.261 and -0.369 among entry-level high-sch。이 
graduates and between -0.665 and -0.907 among entry-level c이lege 
graduates.25 Although the estlmates from the U.8. data cannot be 
direc t1y comparable to those In Table 4. 상le smaller estlmates 
among c이lege graduates are stlll dlfficult to explaln glven the 
pattern that c이lege graduates accumulate more human capltal and 
see a faster wage growth over their life-cycle than hlgh-sch。이 
graduates.26 8teeper human capital accumulation proflle would 
make old c이lege graduates less replaceable wlth young college 
graduates than old high-school graduates wlth young hlgh-school 
graduates. This paper does not provide an answer for this puzzle ‘ 
and 1 leave it to future research. 
The coeff‘kients in Table 4. despite their belng small. reasonably 
well predict the age-pattern In changes in college premlum ‘ The 
changes in college premiurns In a당e group a can be decomposed as 
bclow. 
Wrn' 




- log (과;)l + L1 10당(\-\끼 l 
WC! 
(7) 
The first term on the right hand side Is age-specific change and 
the second is the aggregate changes. The esUmates In Table 4 are 
used to predict the first term. the result of whlch is compared to 
the actual values in Table 5. 
It Indicates that both equations (5) 없ld (6). despite thelr simplicity. 
(1 992) report that own elasUclty of complementarlty ls -2.1. -0 .4 and -0.2 
for hlgh-school graduates workers with 1-10. 11-20. 21-30 ycars of 
experience. and -2.5. -0.3 and -0.4 for college gracluate workers. 
25 Persistent effects were estimated also to be greater illiking conege 
gradllatcs. The e1astlcity ranμed between -0.080 ancl -0.096 alllong high 
-school gradllutcs. ancl bctwecn -0.194 ancl -0.218 among (‘ollcgc μraduates 
(Welch. 1979). See a1so Murphy and Welch (1 992) for sim l1ar comparison 
between high-school and collcge graduates. 
26 This wil1 be shown in Table 6 in the next sectlon. 
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TABLE 5 
ACTUAL AND PREDICTED CHANGES IN COLLEGE PREMIUM BY AGE GROUP 
Periods 
Age Groups 1980-7 1987-94 1994-2002 














































predict reasonably well the actual ch없1ges in college premiums by 
age groups net of the aggregate effects , or Ll [log (Wcα/WHai)-log 
(Wct! Wm)]. Equation (6) performs slightly better, but the difference 
is small. Although the estimates in Table 4 indicated that 
cross-effects are not trivial, the similarity in predicted results from 
the two equations suggests that a simple model featuring only own 
relative supply c뻐 appro잉mate the actual changes quite well. 
The above results indicate that cohort size can explain the 
relative magnitudes in changes in college premium among age 
groups , or the age-differences , previously depicted in Figure 4. 
Nevertheless , an import없lt finding is that changes in age structure 
of wages is characterized by small effects of relative supplies , 
implying a high elasticiψ of substitution among age groups. This is 
also reflected in relatively stable age-wage structure in Korea. 27 
27 As was shown in Figure 3 , the share of the 25-34 year-이d among 
C이lege graduates increased by 2 1.2% points between 1978 and 1992, and 
fe lJ by 12.9% points between 1992 and 2002. The changes in relative wages 
were much smaller during the period; the relative wage of young colJege 
graduates to the aggregate colJege wages fell only by 0.067 log points , and 
then rose only by 0.009 log points. Among high-school graduates , the share 
of young workers fell by 16.0% between 1978 and 2002 , which led to an 
increase of the group’s relative wage of only 0.021 log points. Such limited 
changes in relative wages have led to a re리lat디ive터lψy stable ag양e structure in 
wage않s. 
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FIGURE 6 
RELATIVE 찌TAGES OF Am: GHOUPS TO THE MEAN WITHlN EDUCATION 
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Figure 6 depicts log ratio of 없1 age group’s wage to the mean 
wages , log (WeadW티)， within each education group , e=C , H. Panel 
(A) in the figure shows that age-wage structure has been quite 
stable since 1980 among high-school graduates. 28 Among college 
graduates (Figure 6-(B)) , there has been slight widening of age-wage 
structure , mostly accounted for by the relative increase in young 
workers. The trend is quite weak, however; the wage gap between 
the young (25-34 year-old) group 없ld the old (45-54 year-old) group 
has expanded only by 14.2% P이nts between 1978 and 2002 , 
corresponding to only a 0.6% annual increase , despite the rapid 
increase in young college graduates. 
Stable age structures of wages in Figure 6 imp1y that workers of 
va며ng ages are highly substitutable with each other within 
education , confirming the pattern pre띠ously deduced from Table 4. 
As a result, changes in educational distribution at entry level affect 
wages of all age groups through the common channel of aggregate 
relative supply of education groups , and this effect determines the 
basic time-series patterns of college premium in all age groups. The 
commonness in time-series patterns implies that 없1 age-neutral 
single price for skills within each education can reasonably approxi-
mate the economy. 
C. Decomposition oJ College Premiums: Role oJ Cohort Quality 
The results in previous sections indicate that most of the 
changes in college premium reflect age-neutral aggregate fluctua-
tions and that the relative supply of workers of vaηαng ages has 
played a limited role in affecting the age structure of wages wi야1in 
education. This section looks more in detail into the decomposition 
of changes in college premiums into the aggregate effects 없ld other 
components. In particular, 1 investigate the possible variation in 
underlying productivity (quality) 없nong cohorts within education 
groups. 
The possibility that producti띠양 differs among cohorts arises 
because of rapid educational upgrading. Juhn , Kim , and Vella 
(2005) estimate the changes in cohort quality among college 
graduates from the U .S. data , and they find that the sudden 
28 There took place a one-time decrease in age premium 없nong high 
-school graduates between 1988 and 1989, the cause of which is not clear. 
Except the year, the premium has been stable. 
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FIGURE 7 
LWl~-CYCLE PA1TERNS OF COLLEGE PREMIUMS BY BllξI‘H-YI';AR COHOHTS 
increase in c이lege enrollment during the Vietnam War era was 
associated with a weak decline in cohort quality among college 
graduates. Such negaUve associaUon between the size of college 
-educated workers and their average quality may arise from fewer 
educaUonal resources available per student and/or from individual 
heterogeneity in the populaUon as less abler students advance to 
colleges.29 Given the rapid educaUonal upgrading in Korea. recent 
C이lege graduates may not be as producUve as their predecessors. 
Figure 7 is somewhat informaUve on the issue. It depicts college 
premiums for each 5-year birth cohort over the 1978-2002 period. 
Tψo patterns are noUceable. First. c이lege premiums fluctuate in a 
common pattern in 외1 birth cohorts. indlcaUng a당，ain the importance 
of aggregate effects. Second. new cohorts havc started with lower 
college premiums in thcir life-cycle compared to t.heir predecessors. 
and their premiums ncver caught upl 
29 There are mlxed findlngs on the relatlonshlp betwecn school rcsources 
and students' performances In the U.S. lIteraturc. Sce Card and Krueger 
(1 996) for the suπey. Juhn. Klm. and Vella (2005) conslders a theoretlcal 
model based on heterogenelty that correlates student quallty and thc size of 
populatlon educated. 
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깐le ever-decreasing entry-level college premiums .among recent 
cohorts in Figure 7 may also reflect the aggregate effects. That is , 
an entering cohort’s college premium is lower than that in the 
previous year because the aggregate effects relatively reduce the 
“sin멍e" price for college skills. Further, thou향1 not expected to be 
large , a greater share of college graduates in recent cohorts may 
have placed a downward pressure on their college premiums within 
cohorts through substitution 없nong age groups. πlUS the import없lÌ 
question would be “how much of the ever-decreasing pattern of new 
cohorts' college premium reflects anything other than the common 
aggregate 없ld age-specific substitution effects?" 
To 없lswer the ques디on， the fl이lowing model is employed. Real 
wages of workers in birth-cohort b (born in year b) with education e 
at time t, W,?t, are modeled as below.30 
w일 = πeat.re(띠 · μ~ where a = t - b (8) 
In the above, π eai is the market price for the unit producti띠ty of 
workers of age a with education e at time t. μ~ measures the 
average produc디V띠 of cohort with education e born in b at entry, 
or the cohort (qualiψ) effecìs. r e (띠 is an education-specific function 
of life-cycle productiviψ augmentation , capturing human capital 
accumulation path 떠ong life-cycle among workers. Taking natural 
logarithm on (8) yields equation (9). 
logW잃 = log πe띠 + log r e (a) + log μg (9) 
In equa디on (9), log πeat will not vary with a if workers of varying 
ages are perfect substitutes for each other within education groups. 
That is , there exists a single-price, log πei ， for skills of workers 
with education e. To the extent that workers of varying ages are 
not perfect substitutes for each other, log TC eai will vary wi야1 a , or 
one can write log πe띠 = log πei + Peai. The deviation, Pea1 will be 
nega디ve (posi디ve) for the age group a with greater (smaller) relative 
supply as it reflecìs substitution effects among age groups. Thus in 
principle. both the aggregate and age-specific substitution effects 
are captured in log π eat through log π ei and Peai , respectively. 
30 w.!i is by definition identical to real wages of workers of age t -b with 
education e at time t, or W.테 이1 • 
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Further In the equatlon, cohorts are a l10wed to dlffer In their 
average baslc star디ng productl여ty (or abillty) w1thln education 
through log μ!J， If cohorts do not differ In their startlng pro-
ductivity, a l1 암le changes in real and relatlve wages can be 
잉q>lained by the aggregate (price) effects and age-speclfic substltution 
effects. Thus 삼le cohort/ educatlon structure of log 야 would be the 
key to answering the main questlon raised above. 
Fin려ly， log 긴 (a) measures 야le underly1ng age-profile of productl띠ty 
(or earnlngs) common to 외1 cohorts withln educatlon, whlch Is 
assumed to be fixed over tlme Independent of the changes In 
relative supply among age groups ,3 1 The age-profile , log rc (a). Is 
approxlmated by a quadratlc functlon of age, a. As the age-proflle 
contains a linear age term, there takes place a slngularlty problem 
in regressors , and 1 follow Deaton (1 997) to recover year , cohort and 
age effects from the estlmatlon. 
Equation (9) is estimated from the 25 years’ repeated cross 
-section of 25-54 year-이d workers at each educatlon level between 
1978 and 2002. The unit of observatlon Is a slngle-year birth 
cohort by educatlon , and each equatlon uses 25 x 30 year-age 
observations over 54 birth-year cohorts born between 1924 and 
1977. The aggregate prlce effects, log π et ， are estlmated by a series 
of year dummy variables and the cohort effects, log μC . are 
estlmated by a serles of cohort dummy variables. The age-specific 
substltution effects , Peat , are estlmated by imposing Peot = Pe log 
( Scat) to the equation where Seot is the share of workers of age a in 
education group e at time t. Although cross-substltution amon당 age 
groups is not r멍ected (see Table 4). 1 use this simple form to 
control for substltution across age groups because Table 5 su잃ested 
that there was only a smal1 g려n in al10삐ng cross-substitution 
among age groups. 
The estimation results of age-productlvity profile and substltutlon 
effects are summarized in Table 6. Age-proflle of productl여ty (or 
accumulatlng human capital) is steeper among college graduates: if 
a high-sch。이 graduate and a c이lege graduate from a cohort earn 
31 Substltutlon among age groups Is captured In PCUI In thls model. 
Another way of Incorporating substitution among age groups In equation (8) 
Is to allow the age-productivlty proflle to vary over time , 다I (a) Instead of 
re (a) , whlle uslng the common prlce πcl Instead of πcal. Thls alternative 
speclficatlon can be used to test the robustness of the estimates. More 
dlscusslon on thls Is pro여ded In the next section. 
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TABLE 6 



















Source: The author's calculation from the WSS. SEAP and PP. 
the same wages at age 25. the latter’s wages will be higher by 
24.4% at age 35 , by 48.0% at age 45 and by 66.7% at age 54. 
Further the profile reaches a peak at an older age among college 
graduates: 야le peaks are at age 45.8 among high-school graduates 
and at age 50.6 없nong c이lege graduates. Age-specific substitution 
effects measured as the coefficient on log ( Sea() are again small , 
though statistically significant, indicating that substitution among 
age groups has been merely one of many reasons why newly 
entering cohorts with higher education have eamed relatively lower 
wages. but not the most important reason. 
The difference in age-profile between education groups implies 
that college premium of a given cohort, ceteris pa다bus. must 
increase over 디me or along their career. Thus the fluctuations in 
college premiums within birth-year cohorts shown in Figure 7 are 
likely to reflect the aggregate 밍ld age-substitu디on effects. In 
par디cular. the rising age-profile of college premium is likely to have 
been countered by the f:머ling aggregate effects. 
Based on the estimates in Table 6 and the estimates on year 밍ld 
cohort dummies. the overall changes in c이lege premiums can be 
decomposed into the aggregate effects (log π e() ， age-specific sub-
stitution effects (Pead , and cohort effects (log 매 ). Age-profile of 
produc디띠ψ ( log re (a)) are assumed to be stable over time for both 
education levels. and thus they do not affect the changes in college 
premium over 디me. To measure each component’s contribution on 
the ch윈1ges in college premium, the estimates of log πe( and log μg 
among high-sch。이 and college graduates are used to construct the 
following series.32 
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TABLE 7 
DECOMPOSITION OF CHANGES IN COLLEGE PREMIUM 
Total Changes APE CCE 
1980-7 -0.024 -0.000 -0.030 
1987-94 -0.229 -0.193 -0.040 
1994-2002 0.021 0.071 -0.053 
Note: APE represents thc aggregate price effects. and CCE represents the 
cohort compositlon effects. 
Source: The author's calculatlon from the WSS, SEAP and PP. 
APE = log πCI - log π111 , 
CCE = log Mη - log M 111 • where M eI = ε sιlμt a (1이 
이 
32 The contribution of age-specific substltution [s somewhat more d[fficult 
to define as it varles among slngle-year age groups. Thus the effects are 
considered as the residual effect here. 
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In equation (l이， APE and CCE represent the aggregate price 
effect 없1d cohort composi디on effect in college premiums. respec디vely. 
The latter would be constant (and not contribu디ng to the changes 
in college premium) if there had been no changes in cohort-specific 
produc디띠ty(따). Both APE and CCE are plotted in Figure 8 over 
time together with the actual c이lege premiums. AlI series are 
normalized to have a zero mean over the period to facilitate their 
comparison. Also Table 7 compares the magnitudes of each compo-
nent’s changes for three sub-periods. 
The implications from Figure 8 and Table 7 are quite strai함1t 
-forward. Year effects, ref1ec디ng the aggregate price effects determined 
by demand and supply, are the main determinant of the changing 
pattern of college premiums. They account for 76.3% of the decline 
in college premium between 1980 없1d 1994, 없1d also indicate that 
net demand shift has favored college graduates since 1994. Cohort 
composition effects have been on a steadily declining trend, implying 
that productivity gap between college 없1d high-school graduates 
have been narrowing. Such narrm찌ng gaps account for 27.7% of 
the overall decline in college premiums between 1980 and 1994. In 
the post -1994 period, the narrowing gaps counteracted the 
favorable net demand shift toward college graduates paπially 
offsetting the effects of higher price on college skills. The non-trivial 
cohort composition effects imply that the ever-decreasing college 
premiums 없nong newly entering cohorts documented in Figure 7 
ref1ected not just year (supply and demand) and substitution 
effects , but also narrowing productivity gaps between . college and 
high-school graduates. 
D. Discussion 
The results so far have revealed a few import없lt aspects in wage 
determination in the Korean labor market. Additional, but brief, 
discussion on a few of them appears due. First, year effects in the 
previous section were defined as a composite of the effects of 
supply and demand. The changes in relative 와1d aggregate supplies 
of various types of workers have already been documented in detail, 
and they are shown to have placed a downward pressure on college 
premiums. Demand shift, however, is difficult to measure , although 
some imperfect estimates for it based on Katz and Murphy (1 992) 
are available.33 A demand shift estimate of Katz-Murphy type may 
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be written as below. 
DS It = L: eJI L1 10g ( 핀 ) 
j 
( 11) 
In the above. DSIt is the demand shift measure for worker type i 
at time t. eJI is sector j ’s time-invariant share in total employment 
of worker type i. and is obtained from averaging sector J's share in 
worker t)φe i’s employment at t!me t. e.Jlt. over the perlod 
(1978-2002). Sμ is the sector J’s share of total employment at time 
t. These employment shares. ejl! and Sj!. are all measured In 
efflciency units by mulUplying employment with average wages. 34 1 
estimate the demand shift for high-sch。이 and c이lege graduate men 
by age using 19 sectors for three 7-year sub-periods. and the results 
are glven in Table 8.35 
Table 8 indicates that demand shift has relatively favored college 
graduates throughout the period. The relative demand shift toward 
C이lege graduates. measured in the difference between high-sch。이 
and college graduates. varies across periods. being largest In 야le 
1994-2001 period and smallest in the 1987-94 period. This pattem 
is somewhat consistent with the aggregate effects documented In 
F'igure 8. Such relative demand shifts. jointly with the slowdown in 
growth of college graduates in aggregate supply. must have con-
trlbuted to the tumaround of c이lege premlum into an increasing 
trend during the post-1994 period.36 
:,:’ For example. Choi and Jung (2002) show thal labor demand has shifted 
toward h밍hly educated workers. and Klm (2004) reports that demand has 
shifted toward more skilled (or high wage) workers. 
34 Scc Katz and Murphy (1992) for a more dctallcd discussion of the mcasure. 
They discuss a t. len암h on derivation of the measure and its property. and 
especially on endogenel양 of the measure. which effectlvely llmi1s its use 10 
a descriptive analysis. In particular. a valld Interpretation on the measure 
can be drawn when relative wages and relative demands move In 1he same 
dlrecllon. Otherwlse. the actual dlrectlon of relative demand shlft is rather 
Indetermlnate. 
35 19 sectors are the f，이low1ng; (1) agrlculture. fishery. forestry. and 
mlnln당. (2) food and drlnk. (3) apparel and textlle. (4) wood , paper and 
printing, (5) chemlcal. (6) non-metal. (7) metal product, (8) machlnerγ， (9) 
electrlc and elec1ronics, (1이 vehlcles , (1 1) other manufacturlng, (12) publlc 
ulllity , (1 3) cons1ructlon , (1 4) trades , (1 5) lodging and I'cstaurants , (1 6) 
transportation , (1 7) communlcallon , (1 8) FlRE and buslness scrvice , 없ld 
(19) other servlces. 
31’ Aggregate effccts may capture some effects of ins1l1ullonal fac1ors , and 
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TABLE 8 
ESTlMATES OF DEMAND SHIFT AMONG WORKER TYPES 
Worker Types 
High-School Graduates 
25-34 Years Old 
35-44 Years Old 
45-54 Years Old 
College Graduates 
25-34 Years Old 
35-44 Years Old 





























When disaggregated into 3 age groups , it appears that relative 
demand has shifted toward young workers in both education 
groups although there are some differences across periods. It is 
interesting to inves디gate how these relative demand shifts would 
have interacted with rela디ve supply (documented in Figure 3) to 
affect relative wages among age groups because it is possible that 
age structure of wages may have remained stable due to the 
poten디ally offsetting effects of relative demand and supply.37 Among 
high-school graduates , demand shift has favored workers of age 
25-34 (young workers) relative to those of age 45-54 (old workers) in 
the 1980-7 and 1994.2001 periods , but not in the 1987-94 period. 
Relative supp1y of young workers slightly increased during the 
1980-7 period, but has been decreasing since 1987. Thus both 
relative demand 없ld supply have the same directional effect on 
relative wages of young workers during the 1980-7 (a negative 
effect) and 1987-94 periods (a positive effect). Only during the 
1994-2001 period , relative demand and supply may have had 
offsetting effects on relative wages of young high-school graduates 
one of the most likely factors would be the increased union activity since 
the second half of 1987. Recalling the changes in aggregate college premium 
documented in Fi맑re 2 , one can easily see that there took place a sudden 
drop of college premium between 1987 밍ld 1988. No concrete evidence in 
this paper associates the change with increased union acti띠ty， but their 
association cannot be quickly dismissed. A more detailed discussion on 야le 
effect of union ac디띠ty is left for future studies. 
37 1 thank 잉1 하lonymous referee for raising this possibility. 
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to old high-school graduates. 
Among college graduates , demand shift has favored young 
workers to old workers in the 1980-7 and 1987-94 periods, but not 
in the 1994-2001 period. Relative supply of young workers 
increased during the 1980-7 period and also between 1987 and 
1994. but it has been decreasing since 1994. As a result, both 
relative demand and supply have the same directional effect on 
relative wages of young workers in all three sub-periods - a nega디ve 
effect between 1980 and 1994. and a positive effect between 1994 
and 200 1. That is. relative demand must have reinforced the 
pressure on relative wages. if any. placed by relative supply 
changes for most of the periods. Thus one may safely conclude that 
stable age structure of wages documented in the previous sections 
is not an artifact of offsetting effects of relative demand and supply. 
Second , the extent of substitutability among age groups within 
education implicit in Table 4 is somewhat accountable by the 
pattern of job segregation among age groups. In Table 9 in which 
job segregation indices among various 당roups are reported.38 jobs 
held by 45-54 year-이d workers appear to be more different from 
those held by younger workers in both education groups. At the 
same Ume. job segregation indices between high-sch。이 and c이lege 
graduates are estlmated 0.641 during the same period. implying 
segregation based on age is much weaker than that based on 
educalion. This is consistent with the finding that subsUtutability is 
stronger among age groups than among educaUon groups (Table 1 
vs Table 4). 
However. the age-educaUon pattern of job segregaUon Is not quite 
consistent with the finding that substituUon among age groups is 
easier among college graduates. Table 9 Indlcates that jobs are 
more segregated between age groups among c이lege graduates than 
among hlgh-sch。이 graduates. Further the esUmates In Table 6 
Indicated that age-profile was steeper amon당 college 당racluates 
implying greater human capital accumulation along a당e. These 
woulcl jointly imply that subsUtuUon among age groups should be 
more dlfficult among collegc graduates , but the puχχle Is that there 
exists little evidence for It. A more detailed research is requlred to 
38Jobs are denned as industry-occupadon cells- and the segrega1ion index 
belween group k and q Is obtalned from the usual formula. ( 우 | sf - 칭'1/2) , 
where s5 is the share of job ceII j as a fraction of k-type workhrs 








JOB SEGREGATION INDICES AMONG AGE GROUPS 
Age Groups 
High-School 
25/34 vs 35/44 vs 25/34 vs 
35/44 45/54 45/54 
0.330 0.394 0.504 
0.335 0.320 0.481 
0.295 0.322 0.441 
0.302 0.346 0.466 























Note: The indices are obtained from the s없nple of wage / salary eaming 
men of age 25-54 in 삼le SEAP. Fuπher. jobs are defined as 2-digit 
industry by 2-digit occupation cells. 
give a full account for this. 
Third. the estimated cohort-specific productivity (cohort effect) 
indicates that there has been a non-trivial ch없1ge in. relative 
productivities among education groups. But its interpreta디on needs 
caution because. to the extent that substitution effects among age 
groups are incompletely controlled. for in equa디on (9). 없ly rem밍ning 
substitution effects are likely to show up in the estimates of cohort 
effects causing a bias in the estimate of cohort effects. log μg . 
까'"0 methods are tπed to measure the significance of such bias. 
First. age-specific substitution effects are allowed to have a time 
-specific coefficient. or P eat = P et log (Seat) in equa디on (6). Second. 
equa디on (9) is modified to capture age-specific substitution effects 
through 디me-specific age profile. ret (a). while allowing no age 
-variation in skill prices (p eat = 이. Both methods. in principle. allow 
a more flexible fonnula for substitution effect. even risking the 
possibility that some genuine cohort effects are also captured into 
substitution effect resulting in underestimates of cohort effects. The 
estimates for cohort effects. log 매 . from these modified models look 
quite different from the origin떠 estimates. but their differences 
among education groups. log 배 -log 꽤 . are found to be 
qu려itatively quite similar to the ones used in Figure 8 and Table 
7 .. As a result. the estimated CCE series in these modified models 
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also show a slmllarly declinlng trend. 
The slmllarlty suggests that the decllnlng trend In productiviψ 
gaps among educatlonal groups Is not necessarlly an artlfact of 
incomplete controls for substltutlon effects. Although the bias 
arising from substltutlon effects may not be non-trlvial. they are 
mostly canceled at least In the dlfferences between hlgh-sch。이 and 
college s밍nples. 없ld the decllnlng cohort efTects In c이lege premiums 
are rather robust. The effects. however. are somewhat reduced 
under a more flexlble formula for substltutlon effects. 
IV. Concluding Remarks 
Thls paper has Investlgated 야le changes In absolute and relative 
wage structures In Korea’s labor market. 없ld documented a few 
Interesting flndlngs. One dlstlnct feature Is that aggregate effects 
are the domlnatlng factor in determlnlng college premlums. and 
substltutlon among age groups. though not completely Ignorable. 
appears to have played only a limlted role in determlnlng college 
premlums desplte rapid changes In age-structure of labor supply. 
Cohort-specific productivity (or cohort qualityl is rather a more 
imporlan t. determinant of college premlum than cohort-size effect.s 
(or age-speclfic substltutlon effectsJ, 하ld narrowlng of such producti-
띠ty gaps between Wgh-sch。이 없ld college graduates has contrlbuted 
non-trlvially to the declinlng trend of colle당e premlum until 
recently. 
The emplrical findings su짧est that the changes In c이lege 
premlum are mostly accounted for by changes in relative supply. 
but there stlll remaln unaccounted variatlons. In particular. the 
Increaslng trend In college premlum durlng the post-1994 perlod Is 
explalned nelther by relatlve supply changes nor by cohort quality 
effects. The only admisslble account for the rising c이lege premlum 
appears to be net demand shlft. Contlnued expanslon of c이lege 
education among recent cohorts has not been sufficlent to malntaln 
the pre여ous rate of new college graduates’ flow Into the workforce 
due to falling cohort size. The slowdown in growth of new college 
graduates must have given way to demand so that the net demand 
shift for college workers turned poslUve. 
One may conslder the hypothesls of net demand shlft In favor of 
college graduates at odds wlth concentration of unemployment 
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among young college graduates in recent years. There can be a few 
e앵lanations for this seemin!킹y incompa디ble wage and employment 
outcome. First. as younger workers are more c이lege-educated. 
demand shift toward c이lege graduates is likely to be offset by a 
greater relative supply of young college graduates. This “conges디on” 
effect is not expected to be large. thou맹， 영ven hi향1 subs디tutability 
among workers of varying ages. Second. demand shift toward 
college graduates may have favored older college graduates more 
because of “ falling" relative quality (productivity) of new college 
graduates. Some consistent pattem of demand shift with this 
hypothesis was found for the 1994-2001 period in Table 8. Third. 
institutional factors such as employment protection for existing 
workers incurs additional costs on new hire. which would discou-
rage firms from new hiring. Such effects are expected to be more 
pronounced if new and old workers are highly substitutable. This 
hypothesis. however. will be complete only with presence of certain 
wage rigidiψ. 
Fin띠ng the reasons for youth unemployment is beyond the scope 
of this paper. and 1 mention them only to emphasize a general 
-equilibrium approach encompassing the inter-dependence of market 
outcomes. underlying labor market mechanisms. 없ld institutions. 
For example. high substitutability 밍nong age groups is expected to 
reduce congestion effects and youth unemployment. but at the 
same time. it can serve as a reason to intensify youth unemploy-
ment under certain institutions. This paper attempts to provide a 
few implications that should be taken into account in such 
general-equilibrium models. focusing on the role of substitutability 
among various groups of workers. For it does not only determine 
relative wages but is also a key to the spreading mechanism of 
labor market effects from 없1 exogenous shock in general. 
(Received 24 March 2005; Revised 15 April 2005) 
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